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Abstract
A frequency-domainapproach to the analysis and &sign of a learning control lawfor linear dynamical systems ispresented. In its most
simple.version thescheme uses two sqnuatejiltersin order toachieve

rapid improveme& in a specifid bonmvirdth while cutting-off-per-dynwnic f l e a which WO& bm the convergence.
The merit of this approach is to make explicit the trade-off between
global convergence conditiolIs and a p p r o x i " learning of trajectories. Theproposed learning conrouCr can be appliedalso to robot
manipulatorsfor UDct tracking ofrepetitive trajectories. Thescheme
has been succesgidly implementedfor learning the actrcator inputs
which enable accurate reproduction of robot trajectories dejitud in
the joint-space. E q w i m n t a l results are reported which show the
efficacyof this learning scheme also in avoiding rhc possible occurrence of an unstable behavwr.
haps " o d e l e d

Introduction

#

Learning is a control technique where the required input to a
given system is built iteratively from successive experiments. Performance on q e t i t i v e tasks is improved from one iteration to the
other, until the desired behavior is attained.
A main advantage of leaming control is that it works with l i ited a priori knowledgeof the system. The modeling effort can be resuicted to system dynamics which are known exactly or have small
parametric uncertainties. Under suitable assumptions, the learning
scheme will acquire from trials the additional information needed for
the successfulcompletion of the task. As compared to adaptivecontrol schemes, learning control is limited by the hypothesis about the
repetitive nature of the desired behavior. No explicit parameter identification is performed and the learning process should be restarted
when tackling a differenttask. On the other hand, the scheme can be
made robust with respect to the effects of unmodeled dynamics and
of a wide class of distuibances.
Another relevant aspect of learning schemes is the relative simplicity of the resulting control law. enabling a cheap implementation
without heavy real-time computing burden. The learning controller
may also be easily added in parallel to ("plugged-in") an already existing controllerdesignedfor the given system, so to produce an overall performance improvement. This allows to relax the requirements
of a purely model-based approach.
In the rapidly increasingrelated literature,most of the proposed
learning algorithms were investigated first for the case of linear systems [l-81. The analysis of the conditions which guarantee convergence of the iterative schemes were performed either in the frequency [ 1-31 or in the discrete [4-61 or continuoustime [7.8] domain.

For l i i time-varying systems of dynamic order two (called acceleration systems) diffemt simple leaming laws have been studied.
based 011 tbc PI. PD. or PID treatment of the velocity e m r , the last
two q u i r e also an acccleratiOn feedback [9].
Extensions to sptcific classes of nonlinear systems were also
consided [P13]. lhese include mechanical systems like robot
arms. which possess the nlcvant property of being both stabilizable
by a linearPD law and feedback linearizableby a nonlinearstate feedback. The proof of convergenceis more involved, but the resulting
control schemes arc still simple.
In this paper. a new laming controlleris proposed and its convergence studied for lineartime-invariant systems, using a frequency
based approach. The specific featurcs of this scheme are:
1. A feedback controller of the plant is explicitly included in the
analysis of the overall convergence. The convergence conditions will be defined with respect to the closed-loop behavior,
which is much more convenientand predictable than the openloop one.
2. The method allows for different weighting of "what is to be
learned from the current trial and "what to remember" from the
previous ones. A small amount of additional signal processing
is needed which is used to enforce convergence by cutting off
high-frequency system dynamics. In a robot ann, these could
be originated by the elasticity in the joint transmissions.
3. The approach is frequency-oriented and provides deeper engineering insight during the design phase. Tools like frequency
response. filteringand Nyquist plots are of direct use.
The paper is organized as follows. For the sake of simplicity,
the method is presented for the special case of a SISO linear system.
subject to feedback from the output. Yet, the peculiarities of the proposed approach over previous ones can be fully illustrated there. In
order to extend the applicability of the method also to the multivariable case and to robot motion control, it is easy to incorporate the
basic idea into other existing analyses (see e.g. [21.[61 and [91). A
discussion of the modifications needed for trajectory leaming in robot
manipulators is included. The major aspects of implementation of
this learning control for a geared prototype arm are then described
and the experimental results are reported. The performance of the
pmposed approach are evaluated pointing out explicitlythe capability of avoiding the possible occurrence of unstable behavior in the
learning process.

Learning Control Algorithm
With reference to Fig. 1. let the linear plant be described by its
transfer function p( s) between the Laplace transforms of the applied
scalar control input U( s) and of the scalar output y( s) . A feedback
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compensator c( s) i s designed for this system, based on the error e =
yd - v, where v d is the reference signal for the output. The purpose of
this controller is mainly stabilialion of the original system and not
accurate tracking. The resulting scheme has a closed-loop transfer
function w( 5 ) given by

The learning process (5) may be equivalently described as the
update of a relationshipbetween the desired output yd and Uk
uk(S) = m k ( s ) Y d ( s ) ,

so that the following recursion is obtained:

The h m i n g contribution Uk at iteration k is added to the plant input
so to yield
U(S)

= U'(S)

+ Uk(S) = c(S)e(s) + Uk(S)

Under assumption (6).the limit value of (8) is found as

( 2)

which is the input applied on-line to the plant at iteration k. Note
that U' is the control effort of the feedback controller c( s) which is
typically designed apart from the learning procedure. The system
wtputcanberewliacnas

For all w

= a ( s ) u ' ( s ) + /3(s)uk(s).

(4)

The frequcncydependent functions a(s) and /3( s) are selected to
accelerate the leaming process while providing convergence. The
next iterate can be found manipulating(4)

is a feasibleone, then /3( s) can be taken equal to 1 and exact tracking
would be achieved after just one trial. Thus. (11) provides the theoretical optimal choice for the leaming process. It also confirms the
intuitive idea that including the best available model of the closedloop system in the control-weightingpart (i.e. a)of the learning update speeds up the numerical convergence. Note that the use of a
feedback controller 4s) is very advantageous with respect to the
ease of choice of a near-optimal a(s). In fact, although the plant
transfer function itself P( s) may not be known exactly. the (known)
feedback controller c( a) could be designed so as to shape the overall closed-loop behavior w( s). According to this. the objective of
a welldesigned feedback c( s) should be the robust stabilizationof
the original plant together with the largest reduction of the phase lag
within a wide band of frequencies.
The extension of condition (8) to the multivariablecase is quite
straightforward and can be done followingsimilar steps as in [2]. Let
P( s) be the transfermatrix of a squareplant (i.e. with the same nunber of inputs and outputs), and let s) be the chosen multivariable
preampensator. Denoting by A( 5 ) and B( s) the two leaming filters. respectivelyon the applied on-line control and on the memory,
the convergencecondition is given by

will converge for all values of s = j w such that

< 1.

such that /3( j w ) E 1, it is easy to see that

(11)

Due to the repetitive nature of the desired output, the iterations (5)
I/3(s) - a ( s ) w ( s ) I

< w'

for any a(9). The above relation express the fact that asymptotically
the learning block is invening the plant, at least in the specified frequency rauge. It is expected that this process may be troublesome
for plants having right half-plane zeros. However, the inversion process is done off-line, processing the data of each trial along the given
trajectory only after its execution. Therefore, a noncausal inversion
update can be easily devised; momver, the scheme is intrinsically
limited in frequency. As a result, the learning strategy could be used
also for end-point trajectory leaming of a flexible one-link arm,which
displays a typical non-mini" phase behavior.
It is interestingto see that, if the choice

The update law for the learning process may depend in general
from one or more of the various signals which are present in the system: ut. U, U', y. yd. and d . Avoiding the Use Of redundant information, the update Uk+ 1 will be chosen as
Vk+l(8)

(7)

(6 )

The above contradon conditiongeneralizes the one found in the
1. The role of the filter /3( s) can be illusliterature, where B( 8 )
trated dinctly Using the Nyquist frequencyplot. "bo typical Nyquist
plots of 1-a( j w ) d j w ) an reportedin Fig. 2. In the first case, stability is guaranteed for all w < 00;in the second,unstable behavior
d l occurr for w > W O . In this case, (6)may be satisfied only by
invoducing a frcquencydependent /3( s) which will force the whole
plot inside the unitary Circle. Note that if the phase of a(j w ) w ( j w )
asymptoticallyreaches -90"it is not necessllly to introducethe filtering action @( s). This phase condition is related to the one of strict
positiveness of the impulse response of the given linear system, as
d d in [8].
Tbe effect of invoducnt
' g #( s) is particularly interestingin presence of m o d e l l e d dynamics. For example, the Nyquist plot of a
simple-pole dynamicswhere a smalldelay is added is shown in Fig. 3,
togethtr with the plot obtained by using a lag compensatoras /3( 9).
The high-frequencyamtent (ideally at m)of the closed-loop signals
is not harmful anymore for stability. Indeed, the price to pay is that
This is not
the leaming performance degradates above a certain
too restrictivesincc in tbe applicationsalso the refercnce signals are
Characteximl by au useful band of frequencies, beyond which there
is no practical interest in reproduction. In any case, accurate tracking of the dcsired trajectory will be mantained within the specified
bandwidth.

=

c(

11Ws) - A ( s ) [ I +C(S)P(S)I-'C(S)P(S)~I
<1
(12)
where 11.11 is any matrix norm. This expression can be further simplified when, as customary, A( s), B( s) and C(s) are chosen to be
diagonal.
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Implementation Aspects

Application to Robot Trajectory Control

or, with J diagonal and using local PD controllers.

A hardware/software environment suitable for real-time experimentation of robot control laws has been developed in our Laboratory. The system is constitutedby a 64of prototype manipulator and
a multimicro process computer. Fig. 4 illustratesthe main building
blocks of the system.
The robot arm has a symmetric distribution of masses and no
shoulder or elbow fated displacements. All joints are revolute and
are actuated by DC motors through harmonic drives with vansmission ratios equal to 160. The inertial pamuaers and the dynamic
model of the robot arm, with the last thnepints held fixed. are given
in [15]. Approximately 90 46 of the gravity loading is compensated
by means of a system of springs. Motors are powered by current ampIifiers. whose reference values are provided by 12-bit D/A converters. Each joint is equijqud with a rcsohrcr and a DC tachometer for
velocity feedback. The analog outputs of both sensors are converted
into digital values with a resolution of 16-biflr rad and, respectively,
ll-bit/(rad/~).
Ibemultimicroarchitcctun is composed by an IBM XT286 personal canputer equipped with digital VO ports communicating with
a board based on a Texas TMS 32025 Digital Signal Processor with
4K words of RAM p m g " mcmofy and 2K words of data memory;
the DSP compdcr is interfaced to the c o n v e m of the robot (see
[16] formorcdctails).
In thishiemchical s t r u d ~ nthe
. XT286performs the high-level
control actions and provides the system mass memory and graphic
uscr interfaces. AU functions i l ~ cprogrammed in Pascal; in particular. the trajccto~~
generation is done at this level. Moreover. a programming entfor the TMS 32025 is supported. including
an editor and a C crosscompiler. Executable codes are downloaded
to the DSP through the same channel used for real-time communica-

with i= 1,. ..,N. These expressionsare used for the design of the
filters (yi( s) and /3i( s) satisfying condition (6).
There are cases when the above hypothesis of an approximately
linear behavior is too unnalistic; typically. the full nonlinear dynamics becomes relevant for robots with open kinematic chains and
directdrive actuators. Even in this case, it is well-known that the
feedback (14) asymptotically stabilizes the robot dynamics around
any regulationpoint [141. " h a f o r e . the overall control strategy will
be modiied only in the learningalgorithm. In partia~lar,if a possibly
good approximation of the dynamicmodel is available. a feedforward
term can be used to reduce the learningeffort. This term is introduced
as the initializationof the leaming memory of the controller. At the
first iteration (k = 1)

The pro&
control law has been implemented on this architecture with the specificgoal of testing the performance of the learning part. The simple linear state-feedback (14) has been used as the
closed-loop controller of Fig. 1. Since the gravity effects are almost
entirely compensated by the mechanical design, no nonlinear feedback g( q ) is pnsent.
The clasCa-loop linear control is performed by the DSP with
a sampliig time of 400 pscc. The most relevant system variables
(among the others. position and velocity e m r s and the output U' of
the linearcontdler) are s t o d every other samplinginstant in a local
M e r and transferredto the XT286 every 20 msec. the sampling time
of this computer. Thesc data are progrtssively saved in a large buffer
in the PC RAM. At the same rate, the proper segment of the timevarying referencesignals gd( t) and q(t ) is downloaded. At the end
of each trial, the PC buffer is processed off-line and the new leaming
output uk+1(t) is computed according to (4).

The previous learning scheme is designed using a linear system

as the model of the plant. Indeed,the dynamic model of a rigid robot
arm with N joints is nonlinear and interactingand can be written as
[ J + B ( c l ) l i i + [ D + S ( q , Q ) l q + g ( q=)U

(13)

where q E RN are the generalizedjoint coordinates, J + B( q ) is the
positive definite inertia matrix, S(q, q)q contains the centrifugal and
Coriolis terms, Dq is the viscous damping term (with D diagonal),
and g ( q ) is the gravitational force. In (13). the first two terms have
been explicitly written as a limear plus a nonlinear contribution. The
constant inertia term J is due both to the inertia of the motors and to
the mean average link inertia, as reflected through the gearings.
It is a common practice to design industrial robots using highgeared transmission elements, e.g. hannonic drives. In this case,
the linear dynamics ovemdes the nonlinear one and J is diagonally
dominant. Thus, the pnvious leaming technique can be applied directly to this case. provided that the anupen" C is designed as
a proportionalderivative controllerplus a gravity compensation (see
also [9]); in the time domain

u'(t) = KP(qd(t)

- d t ) ) + KD(dd(t) - d t ) )+ d d t ) ) - (14)

If the joint velocity is availablefor measurement, the PD part of this
control law is implementedas a linearfeedback from the full state of
the robot arm.The closed-loopsystem is nearly linear and its inputoutput behavior in the Laplace domain can be nprtscntcd by
q ( s ) = [Jd2 + ( D +KD)s+ KPl-'[KDd+ KP]qd(S)

.

(15)

is used, where the hat denotes the "best" a priori model. This model
differs from the correct one, both because of the inexact knowledge
of the system parameters and because of the possible simplifications
introduced for the dynamic terms. Note that there are no specific
restrictions on this initial guess, which may even be very poor. A
general convergence analysis which is applicable to this approach
can be found in [U].

tions.

Experimental Results
Several experiments were performed for evaluating the tracking performanceof the learning controller. The results reported here
refer to a trajectory specified for just two of the six axes of the prototype arm. Only joints 2 and 3 are required to move, so that the
desired motion of the arm is restricted to a vertical plane. The reference n@eckxy is defined in the pint-space and is composed of two
trapezoidal vebcity profiles (seefig. 5). E k h joint moves back and
forthby approximately160".extendingthe arm simmetrically around
the upward stntched configuration. The maximum speed reached is
50"/sec for bothjoints, while the maximum accelerations are 40 and
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5O0/& for joints 2 and 3. respectively. 'Ihe total rraveling time is
about 9 sec.
Table 1 contains the PD gains used for the feedback controller
and the estimated link inertia and of friction. These coefficients
should be used in the b e a r dynamic model (16). In the same Table,
the actual values of the motor torque constants Km,i are included.
The initialization of the leaming memory is chosen as U] = 0 , i.e. no
feedfolward is used at the first trial.
Rgs. 6 and 7 show the profiles of the position errors of joints 2
and 3 along the given trajectory, as the learning proceeds. Data refers
to trials 1.3,6 and 12. where it is evident that the amplitude of the
error has been greatly r e d u d . A more quantitative information can
be obtained from Fig. 8 which shows the Root Mean Square value of
the errors against the trial number. 'Ihe convergence of the error to
zero is quite regular and with the expected asymptotic behavior, despite the high level of static (dry)friction present at the joints of this
manipulator. Note that static friction cannot be assumed as a strictly
repetitive disturbance and causes also slightly different initial conditions in successive trials. Despite this, the learning controller behaves
in a quite robust way even with respect to these kind of problems.
Fig. 9 displays the evolution of the learning memory Uk and of
the feedback control action U' for joint 2; the same quantities are
shown for joint 3 in Fig. 10. From these results it can be seen that
the closed-loop effort is progressively transferred to the feedforward
control. While the memory is learning the required input, the error
along the trajectory is driven to zero together with the closed-loop
action. At iteration 12. only high-frequency ripples are left in the
feedback control U', which will not be learnt due to the presence of
the filter /3( s). The residual errors are mainly due to the inconsistency between velocity and position measurements, since two different sensors are used. These effects m very small indeed, namely
with peaks of the order of 0.5".
All the above results were obtained using as filters
(Y(s) = 0.25, p ( s ) =

~

1
1 + O.OO8.9'

The chosen low-pass filter /3( s) gives a cut-off frequency of 20 Hz.
The selection of a constant value fora( s) is a conservative one, since
it takes no advantage of knowledge about the closed-loop system, as
would be suggested instead by eqn. (1 1).
In order to verify the benefit on the overall stability induced by
the introduction of /3( s) , a set of experiments were performed setting
p( s) E 1. After an initial period of learning (10 iterations) some
small oscillations appear. Fig. 11 compares position errors of joint 3
at iteration 12, obtained with and without the filter p( 9). The lower
trace clearly reports a high-frequency oscillation superimposed to the
useful signal. This phenomenon has been already observed experimentally in [6], where a deadband on the tracking error was used to
avoid instabilities.

Conclusions
A new frequency-domain leaming algorithm has been presented
and implemented for the accurate tracking control of robot manipulators. The rationale behind this approach stands in the possibility
of a clear separation in the analysis between the learning capabilities
of the algorithm and the stability issues. The learning scheme can
be added in parallel to an existing feedback controller to improve
performance. Starting with a closed-loop system may also yield relaxed convergence conditions. The frequency shaping of the algo-

rithm does not affect adversely the number of required trials, but only
the bandwidth within which the information content of the desired
behavior will be reproduced.
The positive effects gained by adding a filtering device on the
learning memory were clearly illustrated by the experimental results,
which also pointed out the occurrence of instabilities in the learning
process when this filter is turned off. In the application to the robot,
the obtained rate of convergence is quite good although no a priori
knowledge on the m
c model was stored in the learning memory.
Although the implementation of the learning control is naturally
a digital one, the whole approach has been described in the continuous time. Further research includes a discrete-time analysis of the
algorithm, suited for the case of truly nonlinear models of robot manipulators. The discrete-time approach could be also convenient for
exploiting the possibilities of a non-causal filter design.
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Fig. 1 - Overall block diagram of the learning control scheme
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Fig. 6 -Position emrs forjoint 2, in trials 1 , 3 , 6 and 12
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Fig. 10 - Memory control vk (upper trace) and feedback control U'
(lower trace), in trials 1 , 3 , 6 and 12, for joint 3
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